Interview

Innovation is the key for the transformation and “cultivating innovation” is the
driving force in our Company future trend. I intend innovation as a disruptive
enabler to create new projects and strategies for new Acoustics and Vibrations
solutions that seemed inconceivable just a few years ago. This driver allows us
creating completely new product ideas and solutions that take in consideration
sustainability and energy efficiency: at the end, these innovations pave the way
for a transformation of our segment operating with less materials, less waste while
obtaining higher performances. For the near future we have a clear focus to
actively re-shape the boundaries of the Acoustics and Vibrations segment.
Indeed, we have started thinking about the Healthcare division department of
our company . Covid19 and other Pandemic Virus will disrupt and change most of
our traditional concepts in our field and will step into the future daily business due
to the velocity of further technological development and changing
human process integration. This is the path we will follow to
redesign the boundaries of our products in Healthcare division.
Giancarlo Sassi
General Manager

Bed size D: 860mm x W: 2130mm x H: 450mm

Bed table D: 455mm x W: 465mm x H: 810mm

Made of carbon polymer soundproof panel, soundproof glass, aluminium, and chemical fiber sound-absorbing board. The
booth is anti-fouling, anti-bacterial, zero formaldehyde release, fire resistant.
Equipped with positive and negative pressure air treatment system ( 20T / H internal circulation, Positive pressure
supplying air with three-stageelectristatic purification, negative pressure exhausting air with 180nm strong
ultraviolet radiation disinfection, and the exhaust air port can be connected to the hospital central air supply and exhaust
system).
Adapt to 100 - 240V / 50-60Hz and 12V - USB power supply system, meeting different power requirements 4000K / 150Lsx
natural light central lighting system Background music emergency broadcast system accessing terminal, network
television accessing terminal.
Booth specification:
External size D: 1536mm x W: 2400mm x H: 2300mm Internal size D: 1500mm x W: 2240mm x H: 2140mm.
Furniture specification:
Bed size D: 860mm x W: 2130mm x H: 450mm
Bed table D: 455mm x W: 465mm x H: 810mm.

Sound Insulation

In our designing process, we fully utilize acoustic
simulation software ACOUSYS to iterate and obtain
optimal acoustic performance.
Our booth is consistent with the standard of
environmental rating Design value:
Rw+Ctr 30 db (+5 db) and RT0.75 s (+0.1 s).

Lighting

Equipped with 4000 K daylight color temperature LED
lighting system (150 LX), it would satisfy the needs of
normal activities. In the event of additional power
requirements, a backup power supply is readily installed
inside the booth.

Ventilation

Low noise air ventilation system with maze-like internal
layout to ensure necessary air circulation in three
minutes, while preserving soundproofing attributes of
the booth.

Power

Our booth is equipped with 12 V-USB power supply and
power rated for 100-220V/50HZ, complying with
common equipment requirements.

Acoustic Interior

Our booth has an effective area of 60% covered Polyester Fiber
sound absorbing material.

Sound Insulation Tempered Glass

With multiple laboratory tested results, conventional glass is not able
to fulfill our needs to achieve our desired noise reduction performance, we had tested and chosen to use double-glazing glasses.

Modular Felt

Based on non-vulcanized butyl rubber, covered by adhesive PE
staple fiber weaving surface and attached to contact-type overhead
cushion, the modular felt is moisture-proof, anti-mildew, easy to
clean and easy to maintain. Our material selection combined with
design tweak, we have successfully to find the best ratio for sound
absorption, noise and vibration insulation.

Anti-Wear Exterior

The surface of cabin insulation panel is covered with Korean-made nanometer PP facing, which has high resistance to friction
pollution, ultraviolet rays, fire and moisture.

External Cable Hole

We provide a cable hole to the exterior in the event of
data/power transfer is needed e. G. Recording, live, sound-controlled and interpretation scenes. The hole can be shut off when
it is not needed in order to avoid sound flanking.

Damping Pad

Our booth bottom panel is equipped with our own damper block
in order to provide better securities to vibration and structure-borne noise.

OFFICE
The office layout in most companies is designed with open partitions at
present. It is less constraint in comparison with traditional offices. However,
personal privacy needs to be sacrificed in an open design office.
For examples, your conversation with your client on phone could be easily
overheard by your colleagues even they do not intend to. Furthermore, your
productivity will be decreased in such noisy environment.
Image that you are preparing an important presentation for your clients and
boss, and your colleague is on a phone call next to you.
Noise silence booth is a product to offer a relatively quiet space in an open
design office, it is easy to assemble, and it could be installed in any locations in
office. Soundbox moveable silent booth could be used for many purposes such
as private meetings and phone calls.

EDUCATIONAL
Music education is not just one of a school curriculums, off-campus chain
training institutions are full of vitality. However, we have been ignoring the
importance of acoustic in such spaces, it indeed has a direct impact on
students ‘perception of tone and intonation. Other major space defects are
students’ mutual interference and noise disturbance to resident.
Re-decorate the space will make all previous investment in waste. Thus, Noise
movable silent booth is designed to solve all these problems.

FUNCTION
Noise movable silent booth is an ideal space where people can bring their full
attention to day-to-day tasks with less interruption. Just because having a
silent booth, it does not mean to gain a professional audio studio.
Noise movable silent booth provides a comfortable and neutral acoustic
environment.

RESIDENTIAL
For a family with children, a dream house should be consists of a study room, a
piano room, a leisure area, a meditation room and a gym and so on. A dream
house ensures comfortable life with privacy for your children and yourself.
However, this is expensive and not every family could be able to afford it.
Noise movable silent booth , compositing all these functions, provides you with
extra modular room at home, actualising your dream life.

4 Different Sizes to meet your needs

Model:
S-mall

Model:
L-arge

Model:
M-iddle

Model:
X-tra Large

Exterior size:
D936 x W1000 x H2300mm
(36.85” x 39.37“ x 90.55”)

Exterior size:
D1536 x W2200 x H2300mm
(60.47” x 86.61” x 90.55”)

Exterior size:
D1236 x W1500 x H2300mm
(48.66” x 59.06” x 90.55”)

Exterior size:
D2136 x W2200 x H2300mm
(84.09” x 86.61” x 90.55”)

Inner size:
D900 x W840 x H2140mm
(35.43” x 33.07” x 84.25”)

Inner size:
D1500 x W2040 x H2140mm
(59.06” x 80.31” x 84.25”)

Inner size:
D1200 x W1340 x H2140mm
(47.24“ x 52.76” x 84.25”)

Inner size:
D2100 x W2040 x H2140mm
(82.68“ x 80.31” x 84.25”)

Capacity:
For one person

Capacity:
For four person

Capacity:
For two person

Capacity:
For six person

plant
Ntek is placed in the northern part of Italy, close to Turin, city symbol of automotive industry and
European capital of innovation, research and development.
The Company is located in San Maurizio Canavese, in a strategic industrial area,
1 Km far away from the international airport of Caselle (Turin).
Our team is composed of passionate, motivated and skilled people that can help you in your daily activities with:
Noise, Vibrations and Healthcare solutions
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